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1. Introduction

The PLCs (Programmable Logic Controller) have been widely used to implement the safety-critical system such as RPSs (Reactor Protection System) in Korean nuclear power plants. Recently, there have been attempted to implement the software in RPSs by FPGAs (Field-Programmable Gate Array) [1][2], due to the increasing maintenance cost of PLCs and the higher performance of FPGAs.

The FPGAs are typically modeled with HDLs (Hardware Description Languages) such as Verilog and VHDL by software designers, and then subsequently synthesized into gate-level design and physical layout by software synthesis tools of FPGA vendors (e.g., ‘Synopsis Synplify Pro’ [3] and ‘Cadence Encounter RTL Compiler’ [4]). Once the FPGA designers designs Verilog programs, the commercial synthesis tools automatically translate the Verilog programs into EDIF programs so that the designers can have largely focused on HDL designs for correctness of functionality.

Nuclear regulation authorities, however, require more considerable demonstration of the correctness and safety of mechanical synthesis processes of FPGA synthesis tools, even if the FPGA industry have acknowledged them empirically as correct and safe processes and tools. In order to assure of the safety, the industry standards for the safety of electronic/electrical devices, such as IEC 61508 [5] and IEC 60880 [6], recommend using the formal verification technique. There are several formal verification tools (i.e., ‘FormalPro’ [7], ‘Conformal’ [8], ‘Formality’ [9] and so on) to verify the correctness of translation from Verilog into EDIF programs, but it is too expensive to use and hard to apply them to the works of 3rd-party developers.

This paper proposes a formal verification technique which can contribute to the correctness demonstration in part. It formally checks the behavioral equivalence [10] between Verilog and subsequently synthesized Netlist with the VIS verification system [11]. A Netlist is an intermediate output of FPGA synthesis process, and EDIF [12] is used as a standard format of Netlists. If the formal verification succeeds, then we can assure that the synthesis process from Verilog into Netlist worked correctly at least for the Verilog used.

In order to support the formal verification, we developed the mechanical translator ‘EDIIFtoBLIF-MV,’ which translates EDIF into BLIF-MV [13] as an input front-end of VIS system, while preserving their behavior equivalence. It consists of three-steps – Parsing, Pro-processing and Translation. On other hands, the translation from Verilog to BLIF-MV is straightforward because the VIS provides an in-house translator ‘vl2mv’ [14], which translates Verilog into BLIF-MV automatically.

We performed the case study with an example of a preliminary version of RPS [15] in a Korean nuclear power plant in order to provide the efficiency of the proposed formal verification technique and implemented translator. It uses the ‘Actel Libero IDE’ [16] (internally, ‘Synopsys Synplify Pro’ [3]) to synthesize Netlist from the Verilog program, and also uses the ‘EDIFtoBLIF-MV’ to translate Netlist into BLIF-MV. The VIS verification system is then used to prove the behavioral equivalence.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides background information. Section 3 explains the developed tool, which translates EDIF to BLIF-MV. A case study with Verilog examples of a Korean nuclear power plant is presented in Section 4 and Section 5 concludes the paper and provides remarks on future research extension.

2. Background

2.1 An FPGA Development Process

Fig.1 depicts a whole process of FPGA development [17]. Software requirements are analyzed and refined in requirements analysis and design phases, similar to the conventional software development. The process provides no standard form of requirements and design specifications. In HDL coding phase, we need to program the designs with HDLs such as Verilog or VHDL, manually. Some FPGA vendors provide own high-level design tools [18]. These tools use flow-charts, state machines or block diagrams to model design specification graphically, and generate HDL codes mechanically.

![Fig. 1. An FPGA development process](image-url)
After programming Verilog (or VHDL) programs, an FPGA is implemented mechanically thorough several steps, such as gate-level synthesis, optimization, placement & routing, design verification, configuration and downloading. Software synthesis tools provided by FPGA vendors such as ‘Xilinx ISE Design Suite’ [19], ‘Altera Quartus II’ [20] and ‘Actel Libero IDE’ [16] support all these steps seamlessly and mechanically. They also provide systematic verification and simulation facilities for each synthesis step.

2.2 Hardware Description Language

An HDL (Hardware Description Language) is a specialized computer language for describing the design and operation of ICs (Integrated Circuits). It is a C-like programming language, and easy to learn and use. It enables HDL designers to design various levels of modeling, such as gate-level, data-flow and behavioral-level modeling, in combination. It can also make FPGA designers focus on functional verification at the early/beginning step of FPGA development.

Verilog [21] and VHDL [22] are the widely used HDLs in industry. A number of electronic vendors and EDA (Electronic Design Automation) tools use the HDLs to synthesize gate level design. HDLs are also widely used for logic verification as an input front-end of formal verification and analysis tools such as SMV [23], VIS [11] and HW-CBMC [24].

2.3 EDIF

EDIF (Electronic Design Interface Format) [12] is a vendor neutral format in which to store Netlists and schematics. It was one of the first attempts to establish a neutral data exchange format for the EDA industries. The latest version of EDIF is 4.0.0, but most FPGA vendors still have used the version 2.0.0 which was first approved as the standard ANSI/EIA-548-1998. Nevertheless the effort for the neutral data exchange, FPGA vendors keep modifying the EDIF format slightly and appropriately for their own tools. The EDIFs of various FPGA vendors are now not compatible with each other. This paper uses the EDIF of ‘Actel Libero IDE.’

2.4 VIS Verification System

The VIS [11] is a verification system integrating formal verifications, simulation and synthesis of finite states hardware systems. It uses Verilog as an input front-end and supports fair CTL (Computational Tree Logic) model checking [25], [26], language emptiness checking, combinational equivalence checking, sequential equivalence checking, cycle-based simulation and hierarchical synthesis. It provides ‘vl2mv’ tool [14], which translates a subset of Verilog into an intermediate format BLIF-MV.

3. EDIFtoBLIF-MV

The translation process of ‘EDIFtoBLIF-MV’ consists of three-step as blocked in Fig.2. It first reads an EDIF file and precedes the three-step and then saves a BLIF-MV file. First, it parses the inputted EDIF file text by text and then constructs the internal data structure. Second, it proceeds pre-processing, which delete unnecessary information from the internal data structures. Finally, it translates the constructed data structure into the BLIF-MV with translation rules. The three-step is follow:

- **Step 1. (Text Parsing)** The ‘EDIFtoBLIF-MV’ parses the inputted EDIF text by text and then constructs the internal data structure. The inputted file format should follow the EDIF international industry standard version 2.0.0 [12] and not include any other syntactic errors.
- **Step 2. (Pre-Processing)** Before translating the internal data structure into the EDIF, it processes pre-processing, which delete unnecessary information. For example, all ports of clk are ignored in BLIF-MV, and we need to delete these information. VCC cell and GND cell have a fixed value such as 1 and 0, respectively. Thus, all ports should have default value 0 and 1, respectively.
- **Step 3. (Translation)** The translation rules from EDIF to BLIF-MV were researched by our previous work [27]. While we translate EDIF to BLIF-MV with previous research, however, we found some of rules are not proper. Thus, we fixed and improved them to apply ‘EDIFtoBLIF-MV.’ We are now planning to define the translation rules more formally and generally on the basis of [27] in order to deal with all categories of combinational cells, which the ‘Actel Libero IDE’ used.

![Fig. 2. The Overall Process of Translation from EDIF to BLIF-MV](image-url)
The ‘EDIFtoBLIF-MV’ depicted in Fig.3 implemented the translation process from EDIF to BLIF-MV, described in Fig.2. As other translators and compilers, it has simple GUI to read an input file - EDIF and to store the translated output file - BLIF-MV. The console at the bottom shows the translation process in steps, i.e., EDIF open → Parsing → Pre-processing → Translation → BLIF-MV Saving.

4. Case Study

This paper performed a case study with an example of the KNICS APR-1400 RPS BP (Bistable Processor) [15] in Korea. The BP reads 18 sensor values from a nuclear reactor and decides to generate trip/pre-trip signals out to shutdown the reactor immediately, if any value is out of safe range. This case study used two examples of the 18 logics, such as ‘FIX-RISING’ and ‘FIX-FALLING.’ The case study is aiming for demonstrating correctness of the 3rd-party synthesis tools at least for the two logics.

We used two Verilog files translated from FBDs (Function Block Diagram) with ‘FBDtoVerilog,’ which we intend to support the platform change from PLC-based (FBD) to FPGA-based (Verilog). It will offer the possibility for designer to change of platform more seamlessly. First, we obtained Netlist from the Verilog using ‘Symplify Pro’ automatic synthesis tool which included in ‘Actel Libero IDE.’ Next, we obtained 1st BLIF-MV from the same Verilog using ‘vl2mv,’ which is in-house tool provided by VIS system. Lastly, we obtained 2nd BLIF-MV from Netlist (EDIF format), which synthesize by 3rd-party synthesis tool, using ‘EDIFtoBLIF-MV.’

We now can perform the VIS equivalence checking between the Verilog program and the EDIF program which has just been transformed from the Verilog. If the verification succeeds, we can assure that the synthesis process and tool (i.e., ‘Actel Libero IDE’) from Verilog into EDIF worked correctly for the Verilog program. If it fails, it means that the synthesis tool has some problems to be analyzed in depth. Of course, we assume that the proposed technique was thoroughly refined and stabilized.

Fig.4 shows the results of the VIS verification. After a sequence of VIS commands, the VIS produced a successful result - “Networks are sequentially equivalent.” for the two Verilog programs. Therefore, we can assure that the FPGA synthesis tool - ‘Actel Libero IDE’ works correctly for those Verilog programs of ‘Fixed set-point rising trip logic’ and ‘Fixed set-point falling trip logic.’

Fig. 5 shows the hypothetical failure case. We also performed a case study with simple seeded errors (like toggling 1 and 0) in order to check the correct functioning of the implemented ‘EDIFtoBLIF-MV.’ The VIS resulted in a failure and also provided a sequence of input variables, resulting in the failed result (i.e., producing not equivalent outputs), called a counterexample. Counterexamples of the VIS verification can help analysts confirm whether the synthesis works well or not.
5. Conclusion and Future Work

This paper proposes a formal verification technique which can contribute to the correctness demonstration of commercial FPGA synthesis processes and tools in part. It formally checks the behavioral equivalence between Verilog and subsequently synthesized Netlist with the VIS verification system. If the formal verification succeeds, then we can assure that the synthesis process from Verilog into Netlist worked correctly at least for the Verilog program.

In order to support the formal verification, we developed the mechanical translator ‘EDIFtoBLIF-MV,’ which translate EDIF into BLIF-MV, while preserving their behavior equivalence. The translation from EDIF into BLIF-MV consists of three steps – Parsing, Pro-processing and Translation. We performed the case study with Verilog programs designed for a digital I&C system in Korea. It shows that the verification technique can be used positively as a means of demonstrating the correctness of the FPGA synthesis tools of 3rd-party developers.

We are currently focusing on stabilizing the transformation process including the translation rules and the translator. We are also planning to perform several full-scale case studies and compare the correctness verification results and efficiency with the commercial solution.
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